
Introduction

The Email ESL Lesson Plan is designed to help students improve their English

language skills in the context of professional communication. In today's digital age,

email correspondence is a crucial skill for both personal and professional

communication. This lesson plan aims to equip students with the necessary

vocabulary, grammar, and etiquette to effectively write and respond to emails in

English. Mastering this skill will not only enhance their language proficiency but also

prepare them for real-world scenarios where English is the primary mode of

communication.

Vocabulary Building

Vocab

Vocab Definition

Subject Line The brief phrase that summarizes the purpose of the email.

Greeting The salutation used at the beginning of an email, such as 'Dear' or 'Hello'.

Body The main content of the email where the message is conveyed.

Closing The final part of the email, including phrases like 'Sincerely' or 'Best regards'.

Attachment A file that is sent along with the email message.

Contextual Usage

- Subject Line: In an email to a potential employer, a suitable subject line could



be: Application for Marketing Assistant Position.

- Greeting: When writing to a colleague, you might use the greeting: Hi

[Colleague's Name],

- Body: The body of an email could include information about a project or request

for assistance.

- Closing: A professional closing might be: Best regards, [Your Name]

- Attachment: You can mention an attachment by writing: Please find the report

attached.

ESL Warm-up Activity

To kick off the Email ESL Lesson Plan, start with a fun activity called "Email Jumble."

Prepare a set of jumbled email components such as subject lines, greetings, body

paragraphs, and closings on separate cards. Divide the class into small groups and

provide each group with the jumbled cards. Instruct them to work together to

arrange the components in the correct order to form a coherent email. This activity

not only captures students' attention but also familiarizes them with the different

parts of an email, setting the tone for the lesson. Encourage students to discuss

and justify their choices, promoting active participation and language use.

Main ESL Lesson Activities

Vocabulary Activity: Email Scramble

Divide the class into pairs and provide each pair with a set of jumbled words related

to email communication. Instruct them to unscramble the words to form vocabulary

relevant to email writing, such as "attachment," "subject line," "greeting," etc.

Encourage pairs to discuss the meanings of the words as they unscramble them,

promoting vocabulary retention through peer interaction.

Listening Exercise: Email Etiquette Podcast



Play a short podcast or audio clip discussing email etiquette in professional

settings. After listening, facilitate a group discussion on the do's and don'ts of email

communication. Encourage students to share their thoughts and experiences,

fostering active listening and speaking skills.

Roleplay Activity: Professional Email Exchange

Provide students with different scenarios requiring professional email

correspondence, such as applying for a job, requesting information from a

colleague, or contacting customer support. Pair up students and assign each pair a

scenario to roleplay. Encourage them to draft and exchange emails based on the

given situations, emphasizing appropriate language use and tone.

Reading and Writing Task: Email Response

Analysis

Distribute sample emails with varying tones and levels of formality. In groups, ask

students to analyze the emails and identify the intended audience, purpose, and

tone. Then, have them craft suitable responses to each email, considering cultural

nuances and professional etiquette. This activity enhances reading comprehension

and writing skills while promoting critical thinking in email communication.

ESL Homework Assignment

For homework, students are tasked with composing two professional emails. The

first email should be a formal inquiry to a potential employer regarding a job

opportunity, while the second email should be an informal message to a colleague

requesting assistance or information. Encourage students to apply the email writing

skills learned in class, including appropriate greetings, subject lines, body content,

and closings. Additionally, they should pay attention to the tone and formality

suitable for each scenario. This assignment reinforces the lesson content and

provides practical application of email writing skills outside the classroom.



Conclusion

Key Points Summary

Throughout this Email ESL Lesson Plan, students have learned essential vocabulary

related to email communication, including subject lines, greetings, body content,

closings, and attachments. They have also practiced listening to email-related

content, engaged in roleplay activities for professional email exchanges, and honed

their reading and writing skills through email response analysis.

Reflection and Application

As students reflect on this lesson, they can apply their newfound knowledge in real-

life scenarios. Understanding the nuances of professional email writing equips them

with valuable skills for future academic and career pursuits. By mastering effective

email communication, students enhance their language development and prepare

themselves for successful interactions in English-speaking environments.

Why this topic is great for ESL

learning

The Email ESL Lesson Plan is an excellent topic for ESL learning due to its

practicality and relevance in today's digital world. Here's why this topic is great for

ESL learning:

1. Real-world Application: Email communication is a fundamental skill in both

personal and professional contexts. By focusing on email writing, students gain

practical language skills that they can immediately apply in their daily lives,

academic pursuits, and future careers.

2. Vocabulary Expansion: The Email ESL Lesson Plan introduces students to a wide

range of vocabulary related to email communication. From subject lines to



greetings and closings, students learn essential terms that enhance their overall

English language proficiency.

3. Cultural Awareness: Email etiquette varies across cultures and countries.

Through this lesson plan, students not only learn the language aspects of email

writing but also develop cultural awareness by understanding appropriate tone,

formality, and conventions when communicating with individuals from different

backgrounds.

4. Critical Thinking Skills: Crafting effective emails requires critical thinking skills

such as analyzing the purpose of the message, considering the audience, and

selecting appropriate language and tone. This lesson plan encourages students to

think critically while composing emails, enhancing their problem-solving abilities.

5. Transferable Skills: The skills acquired through the Email ESL Lesson Plan are

transferable to various forms of written communication beyond emails. Students

can apply their knowledge of structure, tone, and clarity in other writing tasks such

as formal letters or business correspondence.

By incorporating the Email ESL Lesson Plan into their curriculum, ESL learners gain

valuable language skills that are directly applicable to real-life situations while

developing essential competencies for effective communication in English-speaking

environments.


